Agenda for AGM 10th December 2017 at 12 noon
Tayview Room, Bells Sports Centre, Perth, PH1 5HS
All Scottish Powerlifting members are invited to attend, proof of 2017 or 2018
membership is required for voting purposes.
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Register of all voting members present

2

Welcome

3

Apologies

4

Approval of 2016 AGM Minutes

5

Matters arising

6

Committee Reports
a. Chairperson
b. Director for Scotland
c. Treasurer

7

Approval of 2017/18 Budget

8

Election of Committee Officials

9

Notices of Motion

10

Appointment of Accountant

11

Approval of 2018 Calendar

12

Agreement of 2018 membership fees

13

A.O.B.

Minutes of the Meeting
1. Members Present: Rowan Hendry-Horne, Grant Horne, Kara Swankie,
Johanna Swankie, Marlene Matheson, Alex Matheson, David Hammond,
William Brown, Tasmin Campbell, John Soulsby, Catherine Macaslan, Martin
Boa, Joanna Jack, Bernie McGurk, Michelle Brand, Melissa Wall, Laura
Munro, Stuart Crichton, William Rodgers, Catherine Gordon, Jim Mutrie, Katy
Matheson, Claire Tocher, Sophie Barringer, Omar Khan.
2. The meeting was chaired by David Hammond (DH), as he was not standing
for any role on the committee and would be an independent chairperson. DH
welcomed all members present to the meeting. He confirmed that this
arrangement had been authorised by British Powerlifting ensured that the
members present were happy for him to chair the meeting. There were no
objections to this.
3. Apologies: Robert Love, Brian Baker, William Murray.
4. Minutes of 2016 AGM were discussed.
Joanna Jack (JJ) queried ‘Motion I’ which was approved in 2016. JJ
believed that this change to the wording of the constitution would mean
that William Murray should have stood un-opposed for the role of
Director for Scotland. DH explained that Alex Mathieson (AM) was
entitled to stand for Director for Scotland as it is a role that is voted for
by the membership. It was agreed that since the Director for Scotland
role is a BP position, which is voted for by SP members then approved
or rejected by BP, that AM was entitled to stand for the position. DH
confirmed that this was also the stance taken by Richard Parker of BP.
ACTION: The constitution should be reviewed and clarified.
The minutes were approved by Jim Mutrie and seconded by Alex Mathieson.
5. There were no matters arising.
6. Committee Reports:
a. Chairperson Report read out to members by Alex Mathieson. See
Appendix A.
b. Director for Scotland Report - AM included the Director for Scotland
report in his Chairperson report, as he had been covering both roles for
the latter half of 2017.
JJ was unclear about the role of the Director for Scotland and
the work that had been carried out in this area. There was
discussion from the floor to explain the role. Rowan Hendry-

Horne (RHH) noted that much of the work of the Director for
Scotland was confidential and would not be able to be discussed
in this forum. It was agreed by the majority of the membership
present that the existing report covered both roles fully. DH
suggested that a separate report for the Director for Scotland
role could be produced and added to the minutes as an
addendum. See Appendix B.
c. Treasurer Report read out to members by Martin Boa. MB had
assumed the position of treasurer in July. MB detailed the income and
expenditure of SP and informed the membership of the bank balance
on 31 October 2017. See Appendix C.
•

DH explained that there had been a slight increase in IT costs
due to the improvements and upgrades provided by Aaron
Robertson this year. This has allowed streaming to take place
and the website and servers to be updated.

•

John Soulsby explained that a local garage had refused to MOT
the SP van as the vehicle was so badly rusted. JS told the
membership that hiring a larger van was much more practical
and cost efficient than maintaining the old, small van. William
Rodgers suggested that SP could approach a rental company to
ask for sponsorship – this could potentially reduce the cost of
van hire throughout the year.

•

Marlene Matheson commented on the decrease of stationary
and postage costs in 2017. Members were asked to collect
cards at competitions. This proved to be difficult to organise and
many members did not receive a membership card this year.
RHH noted there had been an agreement by the committee that
cards would be sent out again in 2018. This will increase the
postage cost significantly. Michelle Brand enquired if
membership cards could be emailed to members and printed at
home.
ACTION: Laura Munro will contact Carol Parker to see if
membership emails could be sent instead of physical cards.

7. Approval of 2017/18 Budget: Budget was approved by Jim Mutrie and
seconded by William Brown. See Appendix D.
8. Election of Committee Officials
a. Chairman – Bernie McGurk. BM took control of the meeting at this
point.
b. General Secretary – Rowan Hendry-Horne.
c. Director for Scotland – Alex Mathieson.

d. Competition Secretary – John Soulsby.
e. Anti-Doping Officer – Sophie Barringer.
The following positions were unopposed:
f. Treasurer – Martin Boa
g. Membership Secretary – Laura Munro
h. Media Officer – Claire Tocher
i. Equipment Co-Ordinator – William Brown
j. Records Registrar – Stuart Crichton
k. Webmaster – Jaime Holmes
l. University Representative – Eddie Chan
m. Safeguarding Officer – Rachel Steedman
n. Diversity Officer – There were no nominations. Johanna Swankie (JSw)
and Katy Matheson offered to take on the role. JSw stepped down
when KM volunteered. KM was proposed by Tasmin Campbell and
seconded by William Rodgers.
A breakdown of votes is included in Appendix E.
A list of members who voted is included in Appendix F.
9. Notices of Motion:
1. Proposed by Melissa Wall
I propose that some thought might be given to a separate ‘Social Media
Policy’ as part of our Constitution and with links to Section 14 of the Code of
Conduct ‘Disciplinary/Bringing the Sport into Disrepute’. If this is already in
place, I apologise but I haven’t been able to find it.
I feel that Scottish Powerlifting and its members were left exposed by
behaviours of some members on social media earlier this year. It has been
widely commented that this affected the reputation of Scottish Powerlifting
potentially diminishing future membership, created a lack of trust in the
organisation and generally set a poor example of powerlifting as a sport and
its members more widely.
There has to be a more prescriptive process in place to help Scottish
Powerlifting enforce penalties on any member who brings the sport into
disrepute by their behaviour on social media (we are seeing almost daily
reports of this in the press where celebrities have posted targeted, racial,
harassing or bullying comments on their private social media pages and have
suffered consequences). There certainly needs to be a zero tolerance
approach to this on SP pages at the very least. A process whereby new and
existing members are asked to sign and adhere to the principles of a ‘Social
Media Policy’ needs to be considered.
The proposed motion was discussed and the following points were raised:

•

BP deal with discipline issues.

•

BP have reviewed the complaints that have been made and have been
decision based on the information received. This is a long process and
members have the right to appeal any sanctions imposed.
The motion was rejected on this basis.
However, this led to further discussion where the following points were
raised:

•

There were issues in September that were difficult to moderate.

•

BM suggested that all executive committee members should become
moderators for the SP social media pages. This will allow a quicker
reaction time when necessary.

•

Sophie Barringer noted that all committee members must remain
impartial on social media.

•

Matthew Parker was added as a moderator to the SP Facebook
accounts as he is completely impartial.
ACTION: Full executive committee will moderate social media pages.

2. Proposed by Melissa Wall
It is imperative that Code of Conduct forms issued by Team Managers are
highlighted and completed to particularly first time international contenders.
There is very useful information in them about what constitutes bad conduct
abroad that not all athletes might be aware of. Not all Team Managers are
providing these.
If we are serious about IOC recognition and moving Powerlifting forward as a
sport, we need to modernise our processes, protect our members and ensure
the good reputation of sport that it had laterally enjoyed to date.
The proposed motion was discussed and the following points were raised:
•

Team managers should ensure that all international lifters are aware of
the code of conduct forms.

•

These forms should be more easily available for members to access
and read.

•

The code of conduct was started to protect SP.

•

The appointment of coaches and team managers for competitions
should be made impartially by the committee.
The motion was approved. It was highlighted that all members on
joining SP agree to the rules laid out. The code of conduct form seems
to be hard to find and is unclear on BP policy documents. It is agreed
that the code of conduct should be reiterated to lifters and coaches
when representing SP at internationals. A policy document should be
sourced and used at these competitions.

3. Proposed by Sophie Barringer
I would like to propose a motion that Scottish records can only broken at
national Championships.
The proposed motion was discussed and the following points were raised:
•

There have been instances where new members break records at
district competitions then never compete again.

•

This could increase the popularity of championship competitions where
entries are reasonably low compared to district competitions.

•

David Hammond noted that this could disadvantage lifters who cannot
attend championship competitions.

•

Information sent to the records registrar should be complete and
accurate.

•

Michelle Brand noted that in Ireland and Wales records can only be
broken at championship level and above, and English records can only
be broken at All-England competition level or above.

•

Sophie Barringer suggested that as an amendment to the proposal,
separate ‘divisional records’ could be kept.
The membership voted on the proposal.
For – 11 / Against – 11
The motion was rejected.

4. Proposed by Sophie Barringer
I wish to propose the following motion that the requirement of Home Nations
team members to compete at a Scottish championship within that calendar
year is abolished.
The proposed motion was discussed and the following points were raised:
•

Selection for Home Nations was challenging this year.

•

It was noted that lifters with the highest Wilks scores may not be able
to compete at a Scottish Championship event if it clashed with an
international competition.

•

It is difficult to know if the current selection process would work as
expected in the long term.

•

International events should supersede national championships.

•

The master’s championship this year was after selection for
commonwealths and home nations had taken place.

•

Being active in the federation (volunteering) is more important than
lifting in a championship competition, provided the lifter has a high
enough Wilks score.

•

Some lifters find they cannot compete at championship events due to
extenuating circumstances.

The following amendments were made to the proposal based on the
discussion:
•

Lifters will be chosen based on WIlks score, but must have competed
at Scottish Championship level OR have competed above this level
and be active in the division (have volunteered during the year).
The membership voted on the amended proposal.
For – 22 / Against – 0
The motion was approved.

Joanna Jack said that amendments to the selection process had been
discussed and agreed by the committee this year to ensure a strong team

selection. She believed that this information had been published on the SP
website. Other members were unaware of this information being published.
ACTION: Committee decisions will be recorded. Where appropriate these will
be shared with the membership via email. The website will be checked to
locate the missing information.
5. Proposed by Joanna Jack
I propose that the constitution should be amended to reflect the recent name
change of British Powerlifting. All references of GBPF should be changed to
BP or British Powerlifting
The proposed motion was discussed and the following points were raised:
•

The SP banner should also be re-printed to reflect the changes made.

The motion was approved.
10. Appointment of Accountant
It was agreed that an independent accountant would be appointed.
ACTION: Martin Boa to contact several accountants and obtain quotes
for services. The executive committee will make the final decision on
which accountant to appoint.
11. Approval of 2017 Calendar
There was some discussion on the dates chosen for various
competitions throughout the year. John Soulsby clarified that members
attending the Scottish University Championships would be eligible to
qualify for the World Universities Cup, therefore did not need to attend
the British Championships the same weekend.
JS had also contacted Richard Parker to finalise a date for the 4
Nations. This is likely to be the first weekend in November. Joanna
Jack queried the suitability of the venue due to transport issues for
lifters. JS explained that the venue would be trialled at the Eastern
Districts and another informal competition at the end of October.
Joanna Jack also queried the suitability of the venue for the “Equipped
Championships”. Discussion confirmed that the reasons for the queried
suitability were based on rumours which were untrue. There was also
discussion on the suitability of the date of the “Equipped
Championships”.
ACTION – John Soulsby to review the date for the Scottish Senior
Championships (mistakenly titled “Equipped Championships” on draft
calendar).

The membership approved the rest of the dates disclosed on the
calendar.
12. Agreement of membership fees
It was agreed that membership fees would remain as they are.
13. AOCB
a. John Soulsby suggested that competition entry fees could be increased
by £5. This would allow incentives to be offered to volunteers (food,
drinks, travel expenses). There were no objections to increasing the
competition entry fee by £5.
b. William Brown and John Soulsby suggested that the volunteer lists on
the website could be opened and all spaces filled before competition
entry was opened. There were no objections to this suggestion. Omar
Khan suggested that the University Representative, Eddie Chan, may
be able to help recruit volunteers from some of the larger powerlifting
clubs, especially Aberdeen University and Robert Gordon Universty.
c. Johanna Swankie asked for clarification that no part of the meeting
should be recorded and shared, other than that which is issued and
agreed in the minutes.
d. Katy Matheson asked for clarification about ‘Motion I’ which was
discussed earlier in the meeting. It was confirmed that the wording of
the constitution would be reviewed.
e. Bernie McGurk mentioned the possibility of an end-of-year awards
ceremony. Rowan Hendry-Horne mentioned the possibility of
combining the AGM with an awards ceremony and Christmas party to
increase attendance next year. It was felt that this may not be
appropriate, however the award ceremony idea would be discussed
further outside of the meeting.
The meeting was closed by BM at 14.45pm.

Appendix A
Chairpersons Report

Report as Interim Chair & Director of Scotland
I ran a BP Referee's Exam on the 30th April 2017, 6 SP members sat the exam. All
were successful in attaining Divisional status. We now have 22 referees in Scotland,
albeit not all are active.
Scotland has run 10 competitions this year, 3 of which were 2 day events. The total
number of competitors taking part has been over 500, an average of 50 per
competition.
As at 31st October 2017, membership stood at 434. The 2017 /2018 Membership
Offer was taken up by 31 people.
Drug testing has taken place at SP competitions this year and 17 lifters were tested.
A large number of members have represented Scotland and British Powerlifting at
International comps during the year.
At the Home Nations in Northern Ireland this year Scotland's Team won overall.
Thanks to a brilliant Team effort and the coaching skills of Bernie McGurk, Stuart
Crichton and Arthur Cowley. Well done all!
We hosted, for the first time, a BP National competition. The BP Juniors at the end of
November 2017. This was a great success. There were about 250 competitors lifting
over two and a half days. I personally wish to thank John Soulsby and Will Brown for
organising everything. Also, all referees, loaders / spotters and table staff for their
help in running this competition.
There have been a number of changes to the Committee this year. I would like to
thank the remaining members of the Committee for taking on extra duties. Thank you
all so very much.
Hopefully in 2018 we will be able to run a similar amount of comps as we did this
year. This, of course, is dependant on members volunteering at competitions. Also,
we are the hosts for the Home Nations in 2018.

Alex Mathieson

Appendix B
Director for Scotland Report
British Powerlifting Director
Holding the above position is not just a title, it means that you are registered as a
Director with Companies House, and are part of the BP Executive Board.
The Executive have quarterly meetings which I attend using Skype. All discussions
and emails between the BP Board are confidential, until publicised by BP.
All Board Members are in Office for 3 years. Next renewal is 2018. They may serve
for 20 years which provides stability and continuity for an organisation.
The Home Nations are part of BP and as such may vote for the person to be
nominated as Director. This nomination is forwarded to BP and, if approved, the
appointment will be ratified at the BP AGM which is in March each year.
I have represented British Powerlifting many times at the IPF General Assembly and
the EPF Congress.
In 2017, I contacted BP and they confirmed that Stuart Crichton was approved to be
a National referee.
I also arranged that BP would buy and loan to SP a set of Eleiko racks and bar.
These remain the property of BP.
I was also involved in arranging Geno Biancheri coming to Ravenscraig to MC at the
BP Juniors.
When the SP Chair stood down I automatically, as per the Constitution, took on the
role of Acting Chair. Shortly thereafter the Web Master, who was also Membership
Secretary, left with almost no warning. More recently the Gen Sec also left quite
abruptly.
On approaching the remaining Committee there was no shortage of people
volunteering to fill these posts, at least, until the AGM.
I have spent a great deal of time these last few months answering, advising and
consulting with BP the concerns and complaints received from SP Members.

Alex Mathieson

Appendix C
Income and Expenditure

Appendix D
2018 Budget
Scottish Powerlifting Proposed Budget 2017/2018

£
Projected Income
Membership Fees
Competition Entries
Clothing and Merchandise
Total Projected Income
Projected Expenses
Competition Venues
Competition Trophies
Postage and Stationary
Bank Charges
BP Affiliation Fees
Merchandise Costs
Team Scotland Subsidy
Volunteer Expenses/Travel
Loader/Spotter T Shirts
Van Expenses
Drug Testing
Total Projected Expenses
Projected
Surplus/Deficit

2018

2017
17,000
14,000
1,265
32,265

10,200

5,000
3,000
700
50
6,375
1,600
2,000
1,000
350
2,500
8,000
30,635

5,000

25,050

1,630

-2,850

10,000
1,000

2,500
750
50
4,500
800
2,000
750
200
500
8,000

NB:
Income
Membership fee – based on 395 18+ members and 20 special offers
Competition entries – based on 565 entries across 12 competitions
Clothing and merchandise – based on 30% markup of merchandise sold
Expenses
Competition venues – based on 12 competitions averaging £416.66 rental costs

Competition Trophies – Based on £250 average expenditure per competition
Postage and Stationary – Based on costs of sending 75% of membership cards by
post, and including costs of competition materials
BP Affiliation fees – Based on 395 18+ memberships and 20 special offers
Merchandise costs – Based on 20% of membership spending an average of £20
each
Volunteer Expenses/Travel – Based on £83 average spend per competition
Loader/Spotter T-shirts – Based on £29 average spend per competition
Van expenses – Based on estimated initial costs of a new van
Drug testing – Based on 20 annual tests

Appendix E
Votes for contested positions
Post

Candidate

Email/Postal
Votes

AGM votes

Total Votes

Chair

Bernie McGurk

73

6

79

Joanna Jack

30

0

30

Rowan HendryHorne

73

6

79

Tracy Brown

27

0

27

Alex Matheson

65

5

70

William Murray

30

0

30

John Soulsby

70

6

76

Annette Rankin

24

0

24

Sophie
Barringer

74

6

80

Nicola Harcus

22

0

22

General Secretary

Director

Competition
Secretary

Anti-Doping
Officer

Appendix F
List of votes cast
2017 AGM Votes Cast by Member
Member's Name
Aaron Robertson
Abigail Salvesen
Ali Donaldson
Alice Francis Freeman
Alice Hogg
Alison MacKenzie
Allison Gibson
Andrew Wallace
Annette Rankin
Annina Jansson
Bartosz Tomaszewski
Beth Chinchen
Bryan Riddell
Callum Crozier
Callum Field
Callum Orr
Caroline Hogg
Catriona Duncan
Charlotte Carter
Chris Wong
Claire Thomson
Claire Tocher
Connie McCallen
Craig Murray
David Hammond
Dean Robertson
Doreen Blainey
Douglas Booth
Drummond McCulloch
Elena Bowles
Elizabeth Hill
Euan Taylor
Ewan MacDonald
Fergus Wilson
Gary Porter
Giancarlo Di Sotto
Gillian Lodge
Graham Milliken
Grant Horne
Hannah Beavan
Hayley Kerr
Ian Armstrong
Jack Tosh
Jackie Day
Jaime Holmes
James Bathgate
James Dugdale
Jennifer Newton

M'ship No.
172175
176500
176770
174772
176587
175446
173897
175825
176496
176173
177421
174407
177301
174855
177022
174750
176491
175522
175949
174713
175266
174761
175449
176303
175444
174868
175242
175282
181939
176293
175270
176107
174841
176435
175833
186991
173986
175451
176275
175271
174915
174757
176493
174186
176904
174486
174714
175816

Number of votes cast
6
6
12
8
11
2
8
1
5
12
6
6
9
12
6
6
13
5
6
1
13
4
7
3
11
1
6
7
9
6
13
12
5
6
4
6
5
5
5
13
6
5
6
5
5
6
6
6

Jennifer Underwood
Jim Mutrie
Jim Wands
Joanna Jack
Jodi Mullen
Johanna Swankie
John Maxwell
Jonathan Shaw
Judith Davison
Kara Swankie
Karyn McIntosh
Katie Goudie
Katy Conlan Matheson
Kevin Wooldrage
Kimberley Wilson
Laura Munro
Lauren Wilson
Leah Moir
Leanne Henkelis
Marc Keys
Marco Fabiani
Marcus Heyer
Mark Duncanson
Marlene Mathieson
Martha Gates
Martin Boa
Mauro Filipe Rosmaninho
Melissa Wall
Michael Morris
Michael Perera
Michelle Brand
Molly Tweedle
Nick Anderson
Nicola Harcus
Paul Walker
Phil Burge
Rachael Moir
Reiss McCormick
Robert Love
Rowan May Hendry-Horne
Sandra Dailidyte
Sandra Ozga
Sarah Hammerton
Sean Sinclair
Shelley Tipling
Sophie Barringer
Steph Elliot
Stephen O'Donnell
Steve Wall
Steven Wylie
Susanne Erbida
Tasmin Campbell
Tim Meadows
Tracy Brown

174797
175967
174645
174643
174769
177105
173852
173854
183912
174776
175269
175253
174816
174847
176309
174801
177302
173983
177051
171411
174749
174919
176894
174764
174920
174488
182478
184637
174777
174762
174540
175817
174848
174814
176893
175244
173984
174766
174715
174719
174770
177102
174759
176088
173994
175962
174758
176274
175278
176392
187163
174813
174642
176499

5
9
3
6
4
6
5
11
5
11
7
12
13
5
12
5
5
6
6
6
6
5
6
5
6
6
11
4
6
6
5
8
1
6
13
11
5
11
9
4
6
5
4
5
7
5
9
6
4
6
2
5
1
5

Viki Craig
Wendy Macfarlane
William Brown
William Rodgers
Total

176294
174795
174822
175277

6
6
7
7
699

